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WHAT IS THE SHOW? 
They’re the kinds of things that make us squirm with horrified delight: the slimy, oozy, nasty details 
about the unusual things animals do simply to survive. And now, KPI has compiled a collection of 
creature customs that are sure to spoil your dinner!  
 
NASTY CREATURES GREAT & SMALL is 1x60, six-act special that will take your viewers on a fact-
filled romp through some of the more stomach-churning activities that take place in the animal kingdom. 
But don’t worry. We won’t just gross everybody out. We’ll also explain why our well-intentioned animal 
friends do the offensive things they do.  
 
How did we decide which creatures to feature? Easy. If the information worked as an appetite 
suppressant, it was in. If not, it was out! So put aside that snack tray and get ready to find out everything 
you never thought you wanted to know about some of the worst habits on the planet! 
 

PRESENTING THE FUNKY FACTS 
Although NASTY CREATURES GREAT & SMALL could easily be structured to fit a “countdown” 
format, we suggest that the funky facts be grouped under four categories over six acts. For example: 
 
1. Introduction 
2. Horrific Habits 
3. Disgusting Defense Mechanisms 
4. Toxic Table Manners 
5. Revolting Reproductive Routines 
6. Wrap Up 
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ACT ONE: INTRODUCTION 
Act One will set up the show with an introduction by animal experts who will provide a tongue-in-cheek 
description of what’s coming up. They’ll explain why we’re featuring the particular animals we’ve 
chosen and tease us with examples from each of our categories. We’ll also be given a brief explanation of 
animal evolution, which, in many cases, accounts for how and why some of these ghastly habits 
developed in the first place. In addition, we’ll meet a team of scientists who will offer educational 
commentary throughout the show. 
 

ACT TWO: “HORRIFIC HABITS” 
If you think your burpin’ and scratchin’ Uncle Al has revolting habits, he’ll seem like Debutante of the Year next to 
the creatures you’ll meet in Act Two’s “Horrific Habits!” 

 
That’ll wet your whistle: The average Cow produces almost 200 liters of saliva per day. In 
comparison, humans produce about one liter of saliva a day. Why so much spit? 
Veterinarians say cows need that much saliva to help digest the huge amounts of roughage 
they take in every day in the form of grass or hay.  

 
Who needs Q-tips? Along with its lengthy neck, the Giraffe has a very long tongue—
extending more than a foot and a half. As if that weren’t bad enough, the giraffe uses 
its slimy appendage to clean out its own dirty ears.  
 

The ideal guest: Next time your favorite Parrotfish spends the night, there’s no 
need to worry about finding an extra bed. This practical creature comes with its 
own built-in sleeping bag. When it’s time to turn out the lights, the parrotfish 
simply spews out enough mucous to fashion a see-through bag that fits around its 
body. The bag protects the parrotfish from attack by other creatures in the ocean.  

 
Central air conditioning (sort of): When the temperature goes up, it’s no sweat for 
the Turkey Vulture. This resourceful creature simply relieves itself (#2) on its own 
legs to keep cool.  

 
ACT THREE: “DISGUSTING DEFENSE MECHANISMS” 
Forget the pummeling, spitting and kicking you had to endure from your older brother when you were a kid. Those 
forms of abuse are nothing compared to the “Disgusting Defense Mechanisms” we’ll see in Act Three when we take 
a look at how certain creatures play “soldier boy” as they defend themselves in the wild.  
 
Kamikaze ants: When under attack, Soldier Ants of the species Camponotus Saundersi will actually mix 
chemicals within their own bodies, which then cause them to explode. The chemical that results from the 
explosion sprays on the enemy, killing the invading insects. Gives devotion to duty a whole new 
meaning!  
 
Here’s blood in your eye: Corner the Horned Lizard and it won’t scream bloody 
murder. But it will do something no other animal in the world can do: shoot toxic 
blood out of its eyes! The blood that squirts out contains a chemical component that 
certain predators find distasteful—particularly dogs, coyotes and foxes—which are 
fond of snacking on horned lizards. The blood-squirting critter waits until it’s in the 
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jaws of its enemy and then, BOOM, the predator gets hit with a shot of blood right in the mouth, causing 
it to drop the horned lizard and back away from the dinner table.  
 
Scared Gutless: Funny thing about Sea Cucumbers: when threatened or 
frightened, they literally spew their guts out to discourage predators. This gutless 
wonder stores nutrients in the walls of its body. After dislodging its guts, it will 
go dormant for a time and draw on its nutrient reserves to regenerate lost parts. 
This certainly is one cucumber that knows how to get itself out of a pickle!  
 
 

Built-in babysitter: The Tortoise Beetle has come up with an imaginative, if not 
disgusting, way to protect itself from other bugs that would snack on them. Minutes after 
hatching, the larvae begin spinning out strings of feces that resemble tiny ropes. The 
larvae weave the ropes into a basket-like thatch that covers the entire colony.  

 
ACT FOUR: “TOXIC TABLE MANNERS” 
Act Four may be the most stomach churning of our segments as we investigate the “Toxic Table Manners” of four 
truly horrific little eaters. 
 
Watch your back: The Scytodes Thoracica, or “Spitting Spider” is a sneaky little thing. 
This stealthy creature sneaks up on its dinner very slowly until it’s in firing range. Then, 
whoosh! – Out of its head comes a zigzagging jet of extremely sticky and poisonous 
material that immobilizes its target.  
 
Now THAT’S puking your guts out: Lots of animals vomit. But the Thornback Ray takes things to an 
extreme. This creature literally turns its stomach inside out to eject an unwanted meal. For a very short 
time, even the stomach itself will be pushed out through the mouth to get a good cleaning. Before putting 
itself back together, the Thornback Ray thrashes its head from side to side to make sure everything is 
washed away.  

Eat your heart, er…SKIN out: When Crayfish shed their skin in the molting process, they 
don’t let anything go to waste. They finish the job by eating their own dead skin. Why? 
Even in the best circumstances these creatures can’t find all the nutrients required for their 
development. The shed “molt” is a source of calcium, something crayfish need to help 
harden their shells and prepare for the next molting.  
 

No leftovers: True to its name, the Hagfish has a rather unattractive habit — 
sucking the guts out of dead and dying fish. Using tooth-like plates on its tongue 
and the lone tooth in its jaw, the hagfish bores into its prey's body and eats away all 
of the animal's flesh and intestines.  

 
ACT FIVE: “REVOLTING REPRODUCTIVE ROUTINES” 
Procreation is the topic of Act Five where we take a look at the “Revolting Reproductive Routines” that make the 
world go `round for some nasty creatures. Believe us, LOVE’S got nothing to do with it! 
 
No remedy for this headache: The Phorid Fly hovers over ant mounds before darting 
down and injecting a torpedo-like egg into an unsuspecting ant. After the egg hatches 
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into a maggot, it decapitates the ant by eating the brain and other contents of the head. The maggot later 
turns into a fly and the cycle is repeated.  
 

Talk about a bad date: What does a Male Anglerfish do when he finds a female he 
likes? He never lets her go! The male lives as a parasite on the body of the much 
larger female, taking his food from her bloodstream. In time, their bodies fuse 
together, forming a sort of two-body hermaphrodite. Although this arrangement 
primarily benefits the male, it also frees both sexes from constantly seeking out new 
breeding partners whenever it is time to mate. It sure beats Match.com. 

 
Fatal attraction: A Female Mantid will sometimes devour her own mate during sex, but the male is able 
to continue mating with the female even after his head and brain have been eaten. The gal’s not holding a 
grudge. It’s just that the male’s body will serve as a rich source of protein for her developing eggs.  
 
The winner by a head: Naidids are worms that reproduce by a method known as paratomic fission, or 
paratomy. Growing a second head in the center of its body is the naidid's first step in propagating itself. 
Then, just in front of this head a new tail segment develops. The clever worm eventually splits into two 
new worms, one with the old head and a new tail, the other with the old tail and a new head. But, heck, 
why stop at two heads? Many naidids develop five or more heads at once, ultimately breaking up into an 
equivalent number of worms. This efficient method of reproduction is common in several kinds of 
worms. How such an unusual reproductive method may have evolved has puzzled scientists for years. 
 

ACT SIX: WRAP UP 
Act Six will take a look back at the creatures we’ve featured and give an “award” to the nasty behavior 
that was truly the grossest of the bunch. Who will decide who’s nastiest? Our team of animal experts and 
scientists of course! 
 

WHAT YOU’LL SEE (WHETHER YOU LIKE IT OR NOT!) 
NASTY CREATURES GREAT & SMALL will combine original photography with archival sources—
such as the BBC and National Geographic—to provide a striking and very memorable look at our foul 
friends in action. KPI will also feature state-of-the-art animation that will dramatize the internal workings 
of the animals. (For example, just how does the Horned Lizard produce the blood that it spits out of its 
eyes? How does the Soldier Ant blow itself up?) Animation will also be used to illustrate the 
evolutionary processes that many of these animals went through to get to their current and oh-so-gross 
state.  
 
During the show we will also speak with some folks who are brave enough to keep some of these 
creatures as pets! Frankly, it’s a show that will be as educational as it is repugnant! And what could be 
better than that? 
 

IN CONCLUSION 
NASTY CREATURES GREAT & SMALL will take your viewers into the underbelly of the animal 
kingdom with a fun look at the strange habits of our fellow creatures. It’s certain to appeal to anyone 
who’s curious about animals and loves the sickening thrill of a good and nasty factoid! 

 
ABOUT KPI 
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Since 1992 KPI has been a steady supplier of award-winning television programming.  Our clients 
include A&E, Alliance/Atlantis, The Discovery Channel, TNN, TLC, Discovery Health, The History 
Channel, Bravo, The Disney Channel, CBS, Court TV, and MSNBC.  Please visit our Web site 
(www.kpitv.com) for a complete listing of programs and clients. 
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Contact: For more information please contact Bill Hunt, VP Development, at BHunt@kpitv.com or 
(212) 643-0620. 

 


